2021 LSU Colorguard Audition Specifications

- First Round (May 3rd) – submit video to lsucgofficial@gmail.com by May 3rd by 11:59 PM
  - Fundamentals Routine
  - You will submit one video which will be the fundamentals routine
    - Flag
      - Follow the “LSUCG Summer Video Assignment 2” posted on the LSU Colorguard YouTube Channel. The link is also posted below.
        - Spins
          - Left and right drop spins (including lower body)
          - Left and right Carves
          - Right pole hits sequence with single toss
          - Left pole hits sequence
      - Tosses
        - Double (slice and row)
        - Blue devil
        - Horizontal
        - 45 sequence
    - Cuts can be made after this round
    - Refer to this link for instructions on the fundamentals routine: Fundamentals Routine
      - Carefully read description box to make sure you have all the fundamentals in your video
    - In addition to the Fundamentals Routine being submitted, two Recommendation letters are to be sent, by the referee, NOT the student, to lsucgofficial@gmail.com by May 3rd at 11:59 PM
      - Returners, this is not required of you

***Auditionees will receive a Second Round acceptance email May 4th by 8:00 PM

***MUST send solo music to jfolse1116@gmail.com by May 5th at 11:59 PM if you have advanced to the Second Round
  - Subject the email as “Last name, First name---Solo Music”

Important Information for May 8th

- Bring proof of enrollment at LSU if you advance to the Second Round
- Bring headshot, no bigger than 8.5x11, if you advance to the Second Round
  - Returners, this is not required of you

- Second Round (May 8th) Audition Day
  - This day will consist of solo routines, a small fundamentals block, and an on-the-spot routine
  - Solo Routines
• Solos should consist of some dance but majority flag work
  o Weapon work can be included but it is NOT required
• Routines must be at a minimum of 1 minute but not exceed 1:30 seconds
• You may use your own equipment for this portion
• Routines must be your own original choreography
• Cuts can be made in this round

  ▪ Fundamentals Block
    • This block will consist of fundamentals from the fundamental's routine
    • You MUST use LSU Colorguard equipment for this portion
  ▪ On-the-spot Routine
    • In this portion, auditionees will learn a routine taught by the captains
    • You MUST use LSU Colorguard equipment for this portion
  ▪ Cuts will be made after auditionees perform the on-the-spot routine in front of the judges to make the preliminary team
2021 LSU Colorguard Auditions

First and Second Round Appearance Requirements

- Appearance requirements
  - Attire
    - Hip to ankle black leggings
    - Black jazz shoes, if possible
    - Black (preferably fitted) sleeveless top
  - Hair/makeup
    - Gameday makeup (soft glam)
    - Gameday hair
    - Refer to this link for hair tutorial: Golden Girl and Colorguard Hair Tutorial
  - Men, please make sure you are appropriately groomed for both rounds